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Calculation of the wetting parameter from a cluster model in the framework
of nanothermodynamics
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The critical wetting parametervc determines the strength of interfacial fluctuations in critical wetting
transitions. In this Brief Report, we calculatevc from considerations on critical liquid clusters inside a vapor
phase. The starting point is a cluster model developed by Hill and Chamberlin in the framework of nanother-
modynamics@Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA95, 12779~1998!#. Our calculations yield results forvc between 0.52
and 1.00, depending on the degrees of freedom considered. The findings are in agreement with previous
experimental results and give an idea of the universal dynamical behavior of the clusters when approaching
criticality. We suggest that this behavior is a combination of translation and vortex rotational motion (vc

50.84).
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Critical wetting transitions have received increasing int
est in the last 30 years@1#. It is well known that mean-field
theory, when applied to homogeneous systems close
phase transition, only predicts the correct critical behavio
fluctuations are negligible. In the case of critical wetti
transitions, fluctuations are supposed to play an impor
role @1–3#, making necessary another theoretical approac
explain the critical behavior. Renormalization group~RG!
methods, Monte Carlo~MC! simulations, and series expan
sions have proven useful to explain some features of th
phase transitions.

A parameter of relevance, when studying critical wetti
transitions, is the fluctuation or wetting parametervc @3#
which is supposed to be a universal constant, a consequ
of the so-called two-scale-factor universality@4,5#. This pa-
rameter indicates the strength of the interfacial fluctuati
in critical wetting transitions allowing, additionally, one t
determine the amplitude of the surface tension of a pure
uid if measurements of the correlation length near the crit
point are made. The experimental and theoretical determ
tions of this parameter have received considerable atten
in the last two decades@3,6–9#, and the latest experimenta
determinations givevc,exp50.78 @8#. Accurate calculations
by Fisher and Wen@9#, using series expansions methods p
vide vc50.77. RG theory, based on this value ofvc predicts
that critical wetting transitions display strong nonunivers
ity. However, these predictions are in striking disagreem
with MC simulations and experiments which have detec
no nonuniversality@2,8,9#.

In this Brief Report we provide a theoretical calculatio
of the wetting parameter agreeing with experimental res
and relating it for the first time, to the best of our knowledg
to the mechanical behavior of critical clusters. It is based
a cluster model by Hill and Chamberlin@10#, conveniently
modified to account for degrees of freedom of systems w
different mechanical behavior. The calculations and con
erations are consistent with Hill’s formulation of nanothe
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modynamics~NT! @11#. This approach makes use of the co
cept of generalized ensemble, i.e., the statistical ensem
that corresponds to a completely open system~see below!.

In recent years, mean-field cluster models based on
NT formalism have been applied successfully to expl
properties and provide quantitative results on a wide var
of systems. These models take advantage over other ma
scopic mean-field theories or cluster models which requ
powerful computational resources for providing accurate
sults. Some examples of the power of the mean-field
cluster models are the theories developed by Chamberlin
ferromagnetism@12# and for the Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher an
the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts laws in the supercooled l
uids and the glass transition@13#. In this Brief Report we
show how the knowledge on details of the mechanical
havior of liquid clusters can be related to the strength
fluctuations in critical wetting transitions, thus adding a
other application of the NT formalism.

Let us consider liquid clusters as incompressible agg
gates of molecules which are allowed to rotate and trans
inside a gaseous phase. In metastable states, the liquid
ters are not in thermodynamic equilibrium with the gaseo
phase. The deviation from equilibrium is measured by ra
d[(m02m)/kT.0, wherek is the Boltzmann constant,m0
is the chemical potential at two-phase coexistence, andm is
that of the liquid clusters. The liquid surface tensions can
be related to the molecular surface tensiona through the
expressiona5s(4p l 2), wherel 52r * is the nearest neigh
bor distance and the molecular volume of the liquid isv
54pr * 3/3.

In what follows we consider clusters large in size (T close
to Tc), writing only the dominant terms in this limit. The
generalized grand partition functionG(m,p,T) of a cluster is
@10#

G5c~T!E
0

`

Nde2dNe2a(T)N2/3
dN, ~1!

wherea[a/kT, c(T) is a function of temperature, and fac
tor Nd (N being the number of particles in the cluster! arises
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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from rotation and translation. In writing Eq.~1! we have not
included the effect of the curvature of the droplets, which
proportional toaN1/3. The reason is that close to the critic
point, the surface tension vanishes while the number of
ticles in the cluster grows to infinity and terma(T)N2/3

clearly dominates. In what follows, we have evaluated t
effect of the curvature on the molecular surface tension
have observed that it does not affect our results. Hill a
Chamberlin consider only the case withd54 which corre-
sponds to allowing free translation and collective rigid ro
tion of the cluster@10#. In our calculations we consider firs
the general case and then, discussing below, several sp
cases of mechanical behavior. It is important to remark
this point thatd is not a free adjustable parameter in t
following calculations~see below!. Notice that, contrary to
macroscopic systems, the extensive properties of small
tems can be completely specified in terms of intensive v
ables such asm, p, and T. The validity of the theoretica
model by Hill and Chamberlin requiresd to be very small,
close to the phase transition point, and Eq.~1! can then be
approximated by the series expansion

lnG5 lnS 3~3d/211/2!!c~T!

2a15/2 D 2c1a23/2d1¯, ~2!

which leads to the following result for the mean number
particles

^N&5c1a23/21¯, ~3!

where

c15
~3d/212!!

~3d/211/2!!
. ~4!

If we consider now a simple cubic Ising lattice model for t
surface tension, in the vicinity of the critical temperatureTc ,
the correlation length and the surface tension have, res
tively, the following forms:

s5s0S 12
T

Tc
D l

, ~5!

j25j0
2S 12

T

Tc
D 2n

, ~6!

wheres0 is the amplitude of the surface tension andj0
2 that

of the correlation length andl and n are the critical expo-
nents. A relation between these exponentsl52n arises from
Widom scaling@14# and hence, product (j2)2s'(j0

2)2s0

becomes temperature independent when approaching
critical temperature. Since the wetting parametervc is equal
to the reciprocal of the amplitude ratioZ @3#, expressionvc

51/Z[kTc /@4p(j0
2)2s0# can now be used to calculate th

value ofvc . The correlation length is a measure of the a
erage size of a cluster. In limitT→Tc the correlation length
does not depend on the spatial direction chosen, and we
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thus definej2 as the radius of the sphere that contains
average volume in the liquid clusterV5(4/3)pr * 3^N&
[(4/3)p(j2)3, that is,

j2[^N&1/3r * . ~7!

An analogous definition of the correlation length for clus
aggregates has been proved to fit experimental results a
rately @12#. Whend→0, Eq. ~3! simplifies to

s4p l 2^N&2/3

kT
5c1

2/3. ~8!

Taking limit T→Tc and eliminating^N& from Eqs.~7! and
~8!, we obtain the result

vc5
kTc

4p~j0
2!2s0

5
4

c1
2/3

54F ~3d/211/2!!

~3d/212!! G2/3

. ~9!

We consider now different values for exponentd, accord-
ing to the mechanical behavior of the clusters. Let us c
sider first translation and rigid collective rotation. The tran
lational partition function of cluster,qT, can be written as
@11#

qT5S 2pmNkT

h2 D 3/2

V, ~10!

wherem is the mass of each molecule in the cluster andh is
Planck’s constant.V is a macroscopic volume which contain
the clusters~and hence, should not be confused with t
volume of each cluster separately, which is specified byNv).
The clusters are considered, therefore, as noninteractive
particles. For the rotational partition function of the clust
qR , we have

qR5p1/2S 8p2IkT

h2 D 3/2

, ~11!

where I is the moment of inertia about a diameter of t
sphere. For a rigid sphere~corresponding to collective rota
tion! we have@11#

I 5
2Nmr2

5
5

2mN5/3

5 S 3v
4p D 2/3

. ~12!

Hence, the rototranslational partition functionqRT5qRqT is
a function of particle number going asN4 as can be seen
from Eqs.~10! and~11! and therefore,d54 in Eq.~1! ~since
qRT[c(T)Nd there!. Equation~9! leads then to a valuevc
50.52 for the wetting parameter. If we allow only for tran
lation of the clusters then, from Eq.~10!, qRT scales now
with particle number asN3/2 andvc51.00. These two values
can be considered as corresponding to limiting cases for
mechanical behavior of the clusters. Let us now conside
intermediate case in which translation is allowed but vor
rotational motion is assumed in such a way that when ro
ing through a principal axis, only a cylinder of small radiu
r 0!r contributes to the value of the moment of inertia. T
3-2
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long axis of this cylinder coincides with one of the diamete
of the sphere that contains it. The moment of inertia can t
be considered approximately as

I 5mN1/3r 0
2 ~13!

and from Eqs.~10! and~11! we see that the rototranslation
partition function scales now with particle number asN2.
Hence, takingd52 in Eq. ~9!, we obtainvc50.84 which
agrees with the currently expected valuevc50.78, within
the experimental uncertainty of 10%@8#.

Exponentd in the present model is equivalent to expone
t in the Fisher’s droplet model@15#. Calculations of this
exponent yieldt52.21@16# for a three-dimensional percola
tion model. This value is, in fact, close to exponentd52
calculated above, considering an approximate rotational
tition function for vortex rotational motion. If we used
52.21 in Eq.~9! we obtainvc50.79.

In the treatment followed above, fluctuations in the nu
ber of particles are allowed to be large~of the order of the
number of particles! due to the use of the grand partitio
function, properly defined in the context of NT. In limitT
→Tc the size of the clusters grows to infinity and this
equivalent to taking the thermodynamic limit where tra
tional thermodynamics applies. The approach followed, ho
ever, goes beyond traditional thermodynamics since it allo
to evaluate fluctuations. The starting point has been con
ys
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ering a~large! cluster that can vary inN, V, andE to write
the generalized partition function Eq.~1! and then taking the
thermodynamic limit. The fluctuations in particle number f
the clusters can be evaluated straightforwardly within the
formalism by expanding lnG to second order ind and then
deriving the result twice@10#. The two main approximations
in our approach are the incompressibility of the clusters a
the relation used for the correlation length Eq.~7!, although
an analogous definition for an aggregate of clusters has b
considered recently by Chamberlin@12#, finding excellent
agreement with experiments.

In brief, we have shown how the mechanical behavior
critical liquid clusters inside a vapor phase can be related
the results for the wetting parameter. The universality ofvc
leads in our framework, to a prediction of a universal m
chanical behavior for the critical clusters which can be p
tured as allowing for a combination of translation and vort
rotational motion. Allowance for these degrees of freed
leads to a valuevc50.84 which lies within the 10% range o
experimental uncertainty.

The critical wetting transition adds then another applic
tion where the NT framework can provide insight.

We gratefully acknowledge T. L. Hill, S. Mafe´, and J.A.
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